Biochemical analysis of catalytically crucial aspartate mutants of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 reverse transcriptase.
In order to clarify the role(s) of the individual member of the carboxylate triad in the catalytic mechanism of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) reverse transcriptase, we carried out site-directed mutagenesis of D185, D186, and D110, followed by the extensive characterization of the properties of the individual mutant enzymes. We find that all three residues participate at or prior to the chemical step of bond formation. The incorporation pattern seen with phosphorothioate analogs of dNTP on both RNA-DNA and DNA-DNA template-primers indicated that D186 may be the residue that coordinates with the alpha-phosphate group of dNTP in the transition-state ternary complex. Further support for the role assigned to D186 was obtained by examination of the ability of the individual carboxylate mutants to catalyze the reverse of the polymerase reaction (pyrophosphorolysis). Mutants of D185 exhibited near-normal pyrophosphorolysis activity, while those of D186 were completely devoid of this activity. Thus, D185 appears to participate only in the forward reaction, probably required for the generation of nucleophile by interacting with the 3'-OH of the primer terminus, while D186 seems to be involved in both the forward and the reverse reactions, presumably by participating in the pentavalent intermediate transition state. Lack of any elemental effects during polymerization with mutant enzymes of residue D110, together with their inability to catalyze pyrophosphorolysis, suggest its probable participation in the metal-coordinated binding to the beta-gamma-phosphate of dNTP or PPi in the forward and reverse reactions, respectively. A molecular model of the ternary complex based on these results is also presented.